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approaches, ambitious goals and operational complexities. Therefore, it should 

first be defined as purposive praxis; then directed toward global development 

using data-driven, performance-oriented and sustainable smart practices. This 

means reconnecting the approaches, seeking pragmatic not dogmatic solutions, 
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connecting research results with policy outcomes and policy influences, and 

preparing globally competent administrators and organizations.
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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

President Barack Obama’s election has raised expectations that the US may 
rebuild its reputation as a member of the world community. But if US public 
administrators are to respond effectively when elected and appointed officials do 
ask their help with policies and programs that can do this, they need to anticipate 
the challenges this entails. Today, US international public administration is beset 
by diverse approaches, ambitious goals and operational complexities. Therefore, it 
should first be defined as purposive praxis; then directed toward global 
development using data-driven, performance-oriented and sustainable smart 
practices. This means reconnect the approaches, seek pragmatic not dogmatic 
solutions, conduct action research based on quantitative and qualitative data, 
connect research results with policy outcomes and policy influences, and prepare 
globally competent administrators and organizations.

Ⅱ. US INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
TODAY

1. Diverse Approaches

Comparative Administration: This value-neutral and descriptive approach 
examines governance models and administrative systems as outcomes of 
comparative contexts (historical, economic, political and social); and evaluates the 
relative capacity of administrative systems based on underlying trends and 
conditions (Riggs, 1980; Heady, 1996).

Development Administration: This amalgam of economics and public 
administration generally presumes that Western laws, institutions, policies and 
administrative procedures are superior to those indigenous to developing countries 
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because of their greater rationality, efficiency and relationship to democratic 
ideals. It encourages the diffusion and adoption of reforms introduced by Western 
consultants by providing grants, loans and technical assistance from donor 
countries and international financial institutions (IFIs) while making aid 
conditional upon institutional changes such as regulatory reform or reduced 
corruption.

New Public Management (NPM): NPM supports administrative effectiveness 
and bureaucratic accountability (Barzelay, 2001). It presumes that developing 
countries’ administrative systems tend to evolve toward increased rationality and 
transparency as indicators of good governance and economic development (Kettl, 
1997). Its adherents side with development administrationists by affirming that 
rational and transparent government is a universal ideal, a view not necessarily 
shared by comparativists. They also agree with comparative administrationists in 
recognizing the need to understand administrative systems in context before trying 
to change them piecemeal, a view not necessarily endorsed by development 
administrationists.

2. Ambitious Goals

Meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs): The United Nations has 
established a set of global development objectives to be met by 2015 (end poverty 
and hunger; combat HIV/AIDS; achieve universal education, gender equality, 
child health, and maternal health), with environmental sustainability and by 
building world partnerships (United Nations, 2009). 

Help Fragile States: Developed nations’ governments seek to maintain their 
ability to coordinate policy, gather information, deliver services through multiple 
(often nongovernmental) partners, and replace hierarchical bureaucracies with 
more flexible mechanisms for managing indirect government. In contrast, 
developing countries seek to establish the functional administrative systems (e.g., 
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budgeting, human resource management and program evaluation) needed to 
deliver public services while focusing on more fundamental changes in civil 
society (e.g., citizen participation, decentralization, innovation and entrepreneurial 
leadership). Unstable government institutions and inadequate governance capacity 
impede our reaching the MDGs (Pollitt & Bouchaert, 2000; Keohane & Nye, 
2000). They also can lock fragile and transitional states into vicious cycles of 
anarchy, violence, repression, or endemic corruption. Examples are Somali piracy,  
Taliban control of large portions of Afghanistan (Rubin, 2007), Pakistan’s 
inability to prevent the movement of al-Qaeda militants and supplies from 
Afghanistan (Traub, 2009), sectarian conflict in Iraq (Brinkerhoff & Mayfield, 
2005), and wars among drug traffickers fueled by the flow of drugs, arms and 
money across the Mexico-US border (McKinley, 2009).

3. Operational Complexities

Globalism versus Parochialism: Global markets and institutions seem 
inevitable, yet our deepest fears and aspirations often focus on issues of local 
ethnic and cultural identity (Friedman, 2000). And although it originated as 
comparative administration, US public administration remains essentially 
parochial. Its foundations – the separation of powers, Prussian administrative 
theory, scientific management and the politics-administration dichotomy – are 
from the US and Western Europe. Neither the current nor the proposed standards 
of the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration 
(NASPAA) require accredited US graduate programs to include comparative or 
international perspectives (NASPAA, 2009). This makes sense: US students are 
primarily interested in domestic jobs; foreign students usually seek knowledge or 
competencies identified with Western public administration. Because the most 
prestigious schools, most funded research sponsors, most professional 
associations and most influential journals are in the US, Canada and Western 
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Europe, this cycle of parochialism in research, publications, practice and teaching 
tends to perpetuate itself.

Sovereignty versus Networked Governance: Negative responses to unilateral 
US military actions in Iraq and Afghanistan exemplify two divergent assumptions 
about the ideal global governance framework (Klingner, 2006a). One (national 
sovereignty) assumes that economic, political, and social stability can best be 
preserved though traditional international relations augmented by multinational 
corporations and NGOs. The other (networked governance) presumes that global 
security and the MDGs can best be attained through traditional nation-state 
interactions combined with networked governments, multinational corporations 
and NGOs. While a middle ground between these two positions is theoretically 
possible, whether it can be legitimized in law or effective in practice remains 
uncertain (O’Toole & Hanf, 2002; Newland, 2006; Nickel, 2007).

The Dominance of Economists: Economists and economic theory dominate US 
international public administration. After World War II, structural economists 
identified deterministic factors – geography, culture, former colonial status and 
underdevelopment – that prevented markets from functioning effectively. Their 
solution was to jump-start economies evidencing these conditions toward 
development by massive capital investments targeted toward upgrading 
infrastructure and industries calculated to exert a multiplier effect on national 
economies. The key players were developing countries’ central governments and 
IFIs like the World Bank. By the 1980s, as economic thought swung from 
state-centered to market-based strategies, IFIs focused their third-world 
development efforts on structural adjustments (i.e., reducing public expenditures 
to free up capital for use by the private sector), repayment of international debts, 
and aid contingent on recipient governments’ adoption of policies (e.g., free trade 
and balanced budgets) designed to allow markets to function more efficiently. 
While neo-liberal economists continued to believe in these economic policies, by 
the mid 1990s they had concluded that creating efficient markets also required 
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reforming political institutions (North et al., 2003; North et al., 2007). IFIs then 
began to focus aid programs on building government capacity and achieving good 
governance. However, even some countries with good economic policies and 
good institutions failed to grow their economies. So in the new millennium, 
development economists now favor strategies that combine tactics from all prior 
reform stages (i.e., financial aid, market-based structural reforms, and governance 
capacity-building framed as institutional economics) (Easterly, 2002; Sachs, 2005; 
Collier, 2006).

Those who question the primacy of economic theory in US international public 
administration may credit economists for concluding that political institutions 
influence the outcomes of structural reform and macroeconomic policies, but still 
maintain that political scientists (March & Olsen, 1984) said this first and better. 
Critics may agree with North et al.’s (2007) distinction between limited- and 
open-access social orders, yet note that Riggs (1964) described this phenomenon 
earlier and more authoritatively through his concept of “prismatic society.” So 
while development economists do augment classical economic theory with 
insights from other disciplines, it may be better for us to rely on experts from 
those fields than to read them in translation (Sachs, 2004). But because 
economists dominate IFIs’ program assessments and policy recommendations, the 
challenge for public administrators is still to develop the same research culture 
and produce corresponding results that give their governance-related advice and 
interventions greater credibility (Reid, 2007). Moreover, development models 
based on top-down relationships between IFIs and recipients that emphasize the 
key role of “star power” economists as international change agents underestimate 
recipients’ key roles in innovation adaptation and adoption (Mavhunga, 2003; 
Schrage, 2004; Manning, 2008). Not surprisingly, Africans assert primary 
responsibility for making decisions about their own future (Mkandawire, 2006). 
They are also more optimistic than Western economists about Africa’s prospects 
(Dowden, 2009).
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IFIs’ Capabilities and Limits: IFIs are constrained to working with client 
counties’ governments (Mathiason, 2008) and from interfering in their internal 
political affairs (Woods, 2006). IFIs can influence governments’ behavior through 
their expertise on governance and institutional reform. Yet the conditional aid 
they favor is generally ineffective at ensuring institutional reform, particularly 
when countries like China use non-conditional aid to open markets and access raw 
materials (CQ Global Researcher, 2008). The World Bank recognizes that 
corruption is a major obstacle to aid effectiveness (Marquette, 2003), yet its 
oversight and monitoring activities remain largely ineffective, particularly 
procurement and auditing (US Government Accounting Office, 2000; 
Thornburgh, Gainer & Walker, 2000). Critics insist that IFIs address corruption 
more forcefully, focusing on laws and regulations, ethical behavior, organizational 
structure, technology, administration, and risk management (Silverman, 2008). 
Berkman et al. (2008) recommend they investigate more proactively, cooperate 
more fully, and give their internal investigation units more resources and 
independence. But while IFIs’ leaders may be deeply concerned about corruption 
and institutional failure, in the end they can only fight them internally, maintain 
fiduciary responsibility as best they can, and lend money where it may do some 
good. Even when they realize that economic models and solutions are not the 
most effective approach to poverty reduction and agree that existing institutional 
mechanisms for enforcing fiduciary responsibility are inadequate, they still tend to 
evaluate programs optimistically and make plans based on rosy program 
projections. Memoirs by Stiglitz (2001) and Wolfensohn and Kirchner (2005) 
illustrate their dilemma.
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Ⅲ. FIRST, DEFINE US INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION AS PURPOSIVE PRAXIS

Despite these challenges, when elected and appointed officials do ask for help, 
US public administrators can respond by defining US public administration as 
purposive, data-driven, performance-oriented and sustainable smart practices.

1. Data-Driven

They can use information and communications technologies (ICTs) to diffuse 
innovations, given what is known about social psychology and innovation 
diffusion.

ICTs: These are value-neutral in that the medium is the message (McLuhan & 
Lapham, 1994), and value-laden in that social interaction is the process of making 
sense out of information, sharing this understanding, and using it to improve 
organizational effectiveness or the human condition (Szewczak & Snodgrass, 
2002; United Nations, 2003). Information is raw data. Knowledge is categorized 
data, sorted based on some implicit or explicit relationships. Wisdom is 
knowledge applied to individual or organizational choices. Thus, the processes of 
receiving, sorting and using information are determined and defined by both the 
nature of the information, and by the perceptions, values and instincts of the 
people who perceive and interpret it.

Social Psychology: Perception, cognition and communications are patterned 
processes that occur within social and cultural contexts. Successful organizations 
are able to learn and change. Scholars view organizational learning from 
individual, group, organizational, national and societal perspectives. First, it 
means understanding how individuals’ perceptions and interactions give rise to 
infinitely more complex organizational behaviors, and how that organizational 
culture in turn shapes individual perceptions and behavior. Second, it means being 
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able to explain organizational change. Third, it means achieving organizational 
coherence (commonality of purpose) and cultural identity (through homogeneity, 
or heterogeneity based on diversity and creativity). Two bodies of natural science 
research–self-producing systems and complexity theory–offer new perspectives 
on this problem, supplemented by specific organizational knowledge creation and 
management applications (Nonaka, 1991; Nonaka, 1994).

Innovation Diffusion: This is the spread of values, products, policies or 
processes beyond the geographic locus of their original success (Rogers, 2003). It 
includes the intended and unintended consequences of complex, symbiotic 
relationships between producers and consumers that occur across organizations, 
countries and regions. It is studied descriptively to learn how endogenous factors 
influence technology transfer. This includes the effects of cross-national or 
cross-cultural characteristics on individual motivation or group behavior 
(Hofstede, 2004), on organizational structures (Farazmand, 1999) or systems. It is 
studied prescriptively to learn what factors affect the sustainability of adapted 
innovations so as to make organizations more effective at serving customers or 
countries more capable of achieving economic, social and political objectives.

2. Performance-Oriented

Performance measurement and management are critical because decisions on 
future funding for programs and agencies are likely to involve an evaluation of 
past performance. Evaluation criteria differ across users (e.g., funding bodies and 
oversight boards), and vary with the interests involved. In general, performance 
measures have shifted from evaluation of inputs (expenses) by means of audits to 
evaluation of program outcomes by three general criteria: (1) efficiency is a ratio 
of outputs to inputs, measured by identifying a performance outcome and the 
resources used to produce it, (2) effectiveness measures output quality against 
some standard, and (3) political responsiveness assesses the value of a goal 
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compared to others that might have been chosen. This requires recognizing the 
differences between rational/economic and political/social perspectives on 
policy-making (Kingdon, 2003; Peters, 2006).

3. Sustainable

Sustainability is based on successful organizational learning and knowledge 
utilization.

Organizational Learning: This is more than inputting and processing data. It “. . 
. depends on tapping the tacit and often highly subjective insights, intuitions and 
hunches of individual employees and making those insights available for testing 
and use by the company as a whole” (Nonaka, 1991, 97). Individual insights are 
first recognized explicitly by the employee and then transformed into 
organizational knowledge that helps the organization respond effectively (Johnson 
& Thomas, 2007). There are four kinds of organizational learning:
•Tacit to tacit: Individuals share knowledge with each other than cannot necessarily 

be communicated explicitly (i.e., socialization or on-the-job training).
• Explicit to explicit: Individuals synthesize separate pieces of information 

into a new whole.
• Tacit to explicit: Individual employees convert tacit knowledge into a form 

that can be shared with other employees.
• Explicit to tacit: As explicit information is shared, employees begin to 

internalize it so that it automatically affects their perceptions, feelings and 
thoughts.

Learning organizations utilize all four kinds of organizational learning in an 
interactive “knowledge spiral” that comprises knowledge management in practice. 
Environmental changes stimulate organizational adaptation only if they are 
complemented by explicit changes in managerial style. This requires reflection (to 
turn tacit into explicit knowledge), redundancy (multiple and conflicting 
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information processing systems), and a middle-up-down leadership model that 
incorporates efficient and effective information processing (Nonaka, 1994).

Knowledge Utilization: Knott and Wildavsky (1980) address the link between 
organizational learning and knowledge utilization by using six cumulative stages 
(reception, cognition, discussion, reference, adoption and influence) to describe 
the effect of university research on government agencies’ policy-making. 
Different types of factors affect knowledge utilization by public officials. First, 
technical factors like the availability of information and the appropriate 
rational/technical organizational resources to use it increase the likelihood that 
agencies will adopt performance measures based on policy research. However, the 
adoption of performance measures does not necessarily mean that the policy 
research results will be implemented (Julnes & Holzer, 2001). Second, contextual 
factors including politics and organizational culture affect adoption and 
implementation of policy recommendations. Organizational responses toward 
risk-taking, innovation and policy change mediate the impact of context on 
knowledge management. Subjective factors (e.g., the perceived relevance of 
research to their agency and the policy issue in question, its direct applicability to 
agency policy, and the agency’s policy-making power) directly affect 
policy-makers’ use of information and hence the organization’s knowledge 
management policies. Differences in the professional cultures of academics and 
bureaucrats are also an important part of this social context. Measurements of 
such linkage mechanisms as informal communication, conferences, e-mail, and 
agencies’ reference libraries (Landry, Lamari & Amara, 2003) lead researchers to 
conclude that these two groups don’t interact well at communicating and sharing 
knowledge (Oh & Rich, 1996; Lomas, 1997). Third, individual attributes (e.g., 
professionalism and education (Sabet & Klingner, 1993) and decision-making 
style (Webber, 1992) also influence policy adoption decisions.
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4. Smart Practices

Global Pressures: In response to pressure to make good decisions and use 
scarce resources well. Public policy-makers have generally shifted over time from 
unilateral to reciprocal technology transfer and from best practice to smart 
practice innovation diffusion.

After World War II, the success of the Marshall Plan and global interest in 
economic development led to wholesale innovation diffusion and adoption from 
developed to developing nations (Seely, 2003). But such unilateral technology 
transfer was largely abandoned as a development strategy because it did not 
decrease the gap between rich and poor nations or reduce poverty in the poorest 
countries. With the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989, the primary mechanism 
for economic development changed from state-to-state aid to market-oriented 
economic transactions by transnational corporations. But while capitalism clearly 
triumphed globally as a system of production, its negative consequences (e.g., 
inequitable distribution of wealth and a focus on economic to the exclusion of 
social, political or environmental objectives) led detractors to question its 
underlying assumptions and to suggest structural alternatives, appropriate 
technologies, sustainable development and non-economic criteria for assessing 
development outcomes.

Best Practice versus Smart Practice: Much public management and development 
literature focuses on “best practices,” implying that solutions may be applied from 
one context to another (e.g., within the public sector, private to public sector, or 
developed to developing nations). Yet while problems may seem similar, most 
analysts conclude that solutions that are effective in one context may not succeed in 
another. Thus, “smart practices” (Bardach, 2000) are better suited to adapting and 
sustaining exogenous innovations because they are based on the assumption that 
while we learn much from comparative study, applying what we learn must take into 
account a number of variables specific to the context to which lessons are to be 
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applied (Jabbra & Dwivedi, 2004) to explain why reform has ascended in the 
political agendas of some nations but not others (Barzelay, 2001). Smart practice 
policy-making emphasizes first elucidating and then reducing the mechanisms and 
factors that inhibit adaptation to contingency, and thus impede organizational 
learning. Smart practices are thus based not only on policy outcomes in other 
contexts, but also on how we adapt and apply these lessons to complex tasks 
(Robinson, 2007). Without such adaptation to contingencies, policy implementers 
will make little or no progress (Caiden & Sundaram, 2004).

IV. NEXT, DIRECT US PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
TOWARD GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT

Having defined public administration as purposive praxis, it can then be 
directed toward global development. This means reconnect the approaches, seek 
pragmatic not dogmatic solutions, conduct action research based on quantitative 
and qualitative data, connect research results with policy outcomes and policy 
influences, and prepare globally competent administrators and organizations. 
Those responsible include national governments, universities, politicians, 
policy-makers, consultants, academicians, practitioners and others in the global 
community.

1. Reconnect the Approaches

Comparative administration, development administration and NPM have 
different antecedents, objectives, practices and research agendas. Yet their 
proponents often join the same professional associations (e.g., ASPA, NASPAA, 
APSA and APPAM) and contribute to the same journals. Thus, reconnecting them 
arguably means recognizing areas of agreement, strengthening them through 
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shared research and practice, and applying them more cooperatively (Rutgers, 
1998; Farazmand, 1999; Jreisat, 2005) – not developing a new conceptual model.

Development administrators acknowledge that critics have often been right 
about some things. Most believe that classical economics offers some but not 
complete explanations for development successes and failures. Most accept that 
non-economic objectives like environmental sustainability, political participation, 
economic justice and social equity are as worthy objectives as is macro-economic 
growth, and can be included through existing performance measurement 
techniques like the balanced scorecard. Most realize that the presumed superiority 
of Western techniques generates reactions in recipient countries that make 
successful innovation diffusion and adoption problematic, and that sustainable 
innovation diffusion and adoption result primarily from reciprocal technology 
transfer. Recipient country buy-in requires shared policy planning, program 
implementation, and evaluation. Structural or institutional reforms often cause 
serious domestic problems in recipient countries, problems that cannot be 
dismissed as inconsequential or irrelevant. Privately, development administrators 
usually agree that imposing such reforms is more a matter of relative power than 
of rationality. For example, in 2000-2001 the US, working through the World 
Bank, insisted as a condition of extending credit that Argentina not “bail out” 
bankrupt corporations and autonomous government agencies, but instead make 
structural adjustments and let markets do the rest. The result was big increases in 
unemployment and poverty. When the US confronted a similar financial and 
economic crisis in 2008-2009, its government did the opposite, authorizing 
massive bailouts of corporations (e.g., Wall Street banks, insurance companies, 
real estate conglomerates and the auto industry) and autonomous agencies (e.g., 
Fannie Mae and Freddy Mac). The World Bank did not intervene.

NPM advocates can accept that while their recommended reforms are certainly 
part of an economic development tool kit, they have not been shown to be 
universally effective (Argyriades, 2006). Performance, accountability and 
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customer service mean different things in different contexts. Just because a 
country’s administrators learn these concepts does not mean they understand or 
can apply them in practice. Thus, development administrators and NPM advocates 
should include comparativists in training and technical assistance projects. They 
will benefit by designing development initiatives that more fully account for the 
effects context on administrative practice, and by measuring program performance 
from more varied perspectives.

Comparative administrationists should accept that applied disciplines like 
public administration, development administration and NPM are as academically 
reputable as more traditional fields (e.g., economics, political science, sociology 
and international relations). Also, action researchers are no less respectable than 
descriptive theorists (Heady, 1998). Comparativists who enjoy universities’ job 
tenure and academic freedoms should not be so quick to judge development 
consultants whose professional recommendations seem at least partly based on 
future contract opportunities that coincidentally provide the continued 
employment they need as independent contractors. In truth, academicians and 
consultants both confront ethical dilemmas, and can learn much from each other 
about how to identify and resolve them in practice.

2. Seek Pragmatic Not Dogmatic Solutions 

Americans have generally adopted innovative public administrative reforms 
that seem likely to work, not rejected them because they do not fit current theory 
(Stillman, 1999). Seventy-five years ago, they restructured the US government so 
that it could effectively harness its economic and industrial capacity, end the 
Depression and win World War II. Later it justified this as the administrative state 
(Waldo, 1948). From 1964-1975 the Civil Rights movement, the Vietnam War 
and Watergate transformed US political discourse and processes. In response, a 
New Public Administration emerged to define new research, teaching and practice 
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agendas based on bureaucratic participation, social equality and administrative 
ethics. During the Reagan era, market-based values and business mechanisms 
tended to augment–or supplant–public service delivery by government agencies 
using civil service employees. In response, US public administrators used 
economic principles to develop market-based models focused on competition, 
customer service, performance measurement, and accountability (Osborne & 
Gaebler, 1992). Now, as they confront problems that cross levels of government 
and public, private and community-based sectors, they are developing new models 
that distinguish government from governance, and emphasize networks as the 
most relevant locus of performance management. Moreover, as public 
administrative practice becomes more global, so will the concept of networked 
governance.

3. Conduct Action Research based on Quantitative and 

Qualitative Data

The objective is not to eliminate ideology, but to make it explicit by developing 
a focused and comprehensive action research agenda, selecting appropriate 
research methods (including participant observation as well as objective data 
collection and analysis) and performance measures, and disseminating research 
results effectively. International development agencies, IFIs and NGOs now 
collect and publish information public administrators can use to benchmark 
performance on a range of descriptive indicators related to poverty (United 
Nations, 2009), economic development (World Bank, 2008), political liberty 
(Freedom House, 2007) and perceived corruption (Transparency International, 
2008). While aggregated quantitative data do not give the complete picture, they 
can help measure progress and pinpoint areas of concern.

A huge agenda of practical problems affects public administration in 
development contexts. The National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA, 
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2008), working with Princeton University, Oxford University and the London 
School of Economics, has identified and is exploring 32 governance topics 
affecting fragile and transitional states. Some topics (e.g., citizen engagement and 
public security) are readily recognized as falling within public administration. 
Others (such as enabling indigenous leadership, establishing the rule of law, 
re-integrating combatants or managing resource windfalls) are typical of the 
persistent issues affecting failed or fragile countries with low institutional stability 
or governance capacity.

4. Connect Research Results with Policy Outcomes and Policy 

Influences

Because numerous political factors and actors complicate the connections 
between social science research results, outcomes and policy influences, 
methodologies for their assessment are not well developed (Ryan & Garrett, 
2003). Quantitative analysis, though useful to compare results across projects, 
offers little insight into the policy process. Retrospective qualitative evaluations 
are usually better at this. Case-based oral histories make information useful 
operationally, and result in insights into successes and failures that are otherwise 
lost (Yin, 2009).

However, collecting and organizing qualitative data so that they are useful to 
practicing public administrators is challenging. Much of the information and 
“lessons learned” generated through existing case studies and expert workshops 
reflects the viewpoints of donors or outside scholars, and does not necessarily 
meet the needs of hard- pressed institution builders (NAPA, 2008). Researchers 
may overlook or discount the perspectives of practitioners not affiliated with 
development institutions, associations and informal professional networks. The 
objective is to inventory available governance information, distill it, organize it 
meaningfully, link it for easy user access by the users, and add to it whatever 
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information and lessons can be gathered from practitioners on the ground (NAPA, 
2008: 5-6). The most effective dissemination strategy is to relate stories of various 
experiences through a virtual, web-based network among individuals and 
organizations around the world that are grappling with similar institution- and 
capacity-building issues. By opening virtual spaces (e.g., web sites, 
video-conferences, wikis or blogs) for knowledge creation and facilitating virtual 
conversations, ICTs allow users to draw upon, add to, correct, or contribute 
material to a virtual community.

To be useful, action research ultimately depends on organizational learning, 
policy influence, and “smart practice” implementation. Organizations and 
governments must:
• Provide incentives (economic and non-economic) that create competition 

among governance innovations and innovators (e.g., the Dubai, UN Habitat, 
and Ford Foundation awards).

• Use practical approaches pioneered by agencies like the Ash Institute and 
other awards programs (e.g., the media, producing television programming, 
teaching- and practice-based case studies, networks of innovators, and 
global information portals).

• Focus on the values, purposes, and principles underlying innovation diffusion 
and adaptation, and emphasize these in resource material and documentation.

• Use credible and legitimate advocates (individuals and organizations) as 
intermediaries in the diffusion, adaptation and adoption process for specific 
innovations.

• Maintain a facilitative climate (i.e., a supportive policy environment, political 
leadership, environmental stability, and internal social structure and capacity).

• Share information about innovations and outcomes by using appropriate 
approaches, guidelines, training, and transfer methodologies (Klingner, 
2006b).
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5. Prepare Globally Competent Administrators and 

Organizations

Since new models pile atop existing ones, new competencies join – but do not 
supplan–their predecessors. In governance networks, the ability to manage 
diverse, multi-disciplinary and multi-organizational work teams is critical. As 
governance networks become increasingly global, the required skill set will 
expand to encompass the cultural and linguistic competencies required of 
multi-national public administrators (Rice, 2004; Argyriades & Pichardo Pagaza, 
2009).

Multi-national corporations promote international assignments not only as an 
explicit leadership development strategy, but also because their leaders share an 
implicit world view that “becoming global” is a necessary component for 
organizational survival in the global economy (Counihan, 2009). As networked 
governance joins the more traditional concept of authority as the legal exercise of 
power in a defined geographic area, public agency heads may also come to view 
global public administrative competence–organizational and individual–as 
equally essential.

Public administrators need a range of disciplinary competencies to provide 
effective management consultancies and exchanges among countries and cultures. 
This challenge can be met by interdisciplinary professional training and education, 
interdisciplinary faculty exchanges, multidisciplinary team projects in MPA 
degree programs, and collaborative, multidisciplinary research for practicing 
public managers, MPA graduates, and public administration researchers (Posner, 
2009). US public administrators should embrace concentrations or full integration 
of international issues with the regular curriculum; or focus on functional areas, 
tools, or both. They need to consciously enrich students’ diversity in their 
learning, teaching and research, with greater emphasis placed on interactive 
experiences for the maximum exposure to different culture and perspectives in the 
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process of learning about specific substantive issues (Rice, 2004). If an action 
research agenda is to drive public administration education, public administrators 
need to incorporate research and consulting organizations by changing both their 
roles and their perspective on knowledge management (Cooley, 2008) so as to 
share what they have learned about program planning, active participation, and 
service delivery, and to use interactive experiential modalities, simulations, 
decision situations, technical problem-solving workshops, and other creative 
means to understand and achieve real global connectedness (Thynne, 1998).

The best public administrators see themselves as students and lifelong learners. 
Their peers consider them experts not only because of their experience and 
qualifications, but also because they continually learn and grow. It follows that 
professional associations can help develop globally competent public 
administrators because they provide member services that increase individual and 
organizational competence – training and certification, technical assistance, 
publications, conferences, networking, policy advocacy and internet-based 
services. Most professional associations in fields related to public administration 
focus on improving practice (e.g., the American Management Association 
[AMA], the International City/County Management Association [ICMA], the 
American Planning Association [APA], and the International Public Management 
Association for Human Resources [IPMA-HR]). Others focus on theory and 
research, including the Association for Public Policy and Management (APPAM), 
the American Political Science Association (APSA) and the Association for 
Research in Non-Profit and Volunteer Associations (ARNOVA). NASPAA 
focuses on public administration and affairs education. Because professional 
associations are increasingly global in outlook, they create virtual and physical 
spaces for global knowledge management and organizational learning.
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Ⅴ. CONCLUSIONS

If US public administrators are to respond effectively when elected and 
appointed officials do ask their help with policies and programs that can rebuild 
this country’s international reputation, it should be directed toward global 
development in ways that meet specified criteria:
• Data-driven: Use information and communications technologies (ICTs) to 

diffuse innovations, given what is known about social psychology and 
innovation diffusion.

• Performance-oriented: Performance measurement and management are critical 
because decisions on future funding for programs and agencies are likely to 
involve an evaluation of past performance.

• Sustainable: Based on successful organizational learning and knowledge 
utilization.

• Smart practices: While the term “best practices” assumes that innovations 
may be transferred from one situation to another, “smart practices” are 
better suited to adapting and sustaining exogenous innovations because they 
are based on the assumption that applying what we learn must take into 
account a number of contextual variables.

For public administration to be applied effectively towards global development, 
it must be based on a focused and comprehensive action research agenda based on 
the Millennium Development Goals. This means public administrators should: (1) 
select appropriate quantitative and qualitative research methods (including 
participant observation as well as objective data collection and analysis); (2) 
incorporate research and consulting organizations by changing both their roles and 
their perspective on knowledge management; (3) disseminate research results 
through a virtual, web-based network among individuals and organizations around 
the world that are grappling with similar institution- and capacity-building issues; 
(4) make sure research is used effectively by connecting research results with 
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policy outcomes and policy influences through performance measures; and (5) 
prepare public administrators as life-long learners, able to manage diverse, 
multi-disciplinary and multi-organizational work teams; create a culture of 
globalism in public organizations.
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       국문초록

국제개발을 지원하기 위한 미국행정의 활용
Donald E, Klingner

University of Colorado, USA

미국 정부는 버락 오바마 대통령의 취임이후 세계 공동체의 구성원으로서의 위상을 높

이기 위한 시도를 계속하였다. 그러나 미국의 행정가들이 선출직 또는 임명직 고위공무원

들이 협조 요청하는 정책이나 사업에 대하여 효과적으로 대응해주지 않는다면 이러한 문

제에 대한 또 다른 도전에 직면할 수밖에 없게 된다. 오늘날 미국의 국제 행정체계는 다

양한 관점에 따라서 다르게 접근된 결과로 목표가 모호하고 운영목표도 복잡하게 구성되

어 있다. 따라서 행정체계가 목표지향적으로 재구성되고 다시 정의될 필요가 있다. 다음

으로 자료에 기반한, 성과지향적인 지속가능한 관행을 발전시키는 방식으로 관리되어야할 

것이다. 이것은 다양한 접근법들을 연계시키고 실증적이지만 독선적인 해결책만을 추구하

지 않고 양적, 질적 자료에 입각한 액션러닝을 실시해야한다. 이러한 접근에 따라서 정책

결과와 영향을 분석해야할 것이며 세계적으로 유능한 행정가와 행정조직의 양성을 위한 

준비가 필요할 것이다.

[주제어: 국제행정, 비교행정, 발전행정, 역량개발, 미국]
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